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1 Introduction
Aquiller is a correspondence management system that is built inside SAP and that is designed to
work with the SAP HCM database. It allows for the design of standard letter templates which
can be merged with HCM data. The finalized letters, which are generated as in PDF format, can
be emailed or printed directly, or through defined workflow gain approval, before being
updated in SAP.
Content and letter templates are maintained via a desktop application, and users can also
generate actual correspondence for employees via the same application. All other configuration
is managed via the backend SAP system.
The aim of this user guide is to explain how users can create letter templates within the desktop
application.
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2 Letter Assembler
The Letter Assembler module is used to build correspondence, referred to as templates. Each
piece of correspondence, for example contract, letter or information sheet is uniquely defined
and configured.
Letter Assembler helps to create templates in a number of ways:

 Content created in Content Builder is merged and can be sorted within the template
 Options to print and/or email the letter can be specified
 Templates requiring approval before being sent to an employee can have a workflow or
routing applied
 The look and feel of the template can be changed by selecting a letterhead or stylesheet
 Variables such as dates can be formatted uniformly across the template

2.1
Before getting started
Before starting to create a new template, it is important to give some consideration to how
your templates should be styled and delivered to employees. Here are a few points to consider:

 How do you want your letters to be styled?
 Do you have a specific letterhead to replace a standard pre-printed letterhead?
 Aquiller provides for the use of stylesheets, which are created in Adobe Livecycle
Designer. These can include logos, address details, page text and paper size
definition.
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 Do you have any variables, such as dates, times or monetary values that you would
like formatted. A template User Exit can be created by your development team. The
User Exit can be applied to several templates and can format all variables of specific
data types.
How
do you want to distribute your letters?

 Do you want to email or print letters for employees?
 Do you need a soft copy of the letter to be automatically saved to an area on your
network?
 How sensitive is the information in your templates?
 Do you need to have letters approved before being sent to employees?
 Can the content in letters be changed by users in Letter Writer?
2.2
Letter Assembler steps
There are several steps in the letter assembly process, as outlined below:










Select content from the Content Library
Select a Correspondence Category
Select a Stylesheet Type
Identify printing, email and update requirements
Apply a routing process for letter approval (optional)
Select template user exits (optional)
Specify the FLM process handler (optional)
Classify and Save the Template

2.3
Opening Letter Assembler
Click on the Letter Assembler icon to open the module.

2.4
Creating a new template
Click on the Create New Template tab.

Note the new tab that is displayed, with an internal reference number. This reference number
will be replaced with the template name once the template has been saved and reopened.
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Several templates may be created and left open for review or edit at the same time.
2.5
Naming the template
Click in the Title and Description fields in the Letter Template Details section and enter the Title
and Description text. Both fields are mandatory.

2.6

Selecting content

2.6.1
Choosing the content
Click the Choose Content tab to display the
content search and filter panel. This includes
various search criteria that can be used to
retrieve the required content. Scroll down
through the content classification structure using
the right-hand scroll bar, and the nodes relevant
to the search can be selected. Refer to “Aquiller
User Guide - Content Builder” for further
information on content and content
classification.
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Clicking on the search button will return a list of content
meeting the search criteria, and this will be displayed in
the adjacent results panel.
Click on the filter icon to perform a further keyword
search within the search results.

2.6.2

Search filters

A search may be performed using a variety of criteria, and multiple criteria, including:







Date From
Date To
Created By
Title
Classification

The Date From and Date To fields can be used to select content first created before or after the
specified date(s).
Both the Created By and Title fields are keyword searches and both are case sensitive. The
content within all checked folders in the classification hierarchy will be searched.
2.6.3
Additional filters
The broom icon can be used to clear all search criteria. Select a draft only content search using
the adjacent slider.

2.6.4
Strict search
Strict search is used to find content that has been associated with only one folder in the
classification hierarchy. Content associated with multiple folders will not be included in the
results from a “Strict Search”.
To run this search, select the required classification folder and ensure all others are unchecked.
Then toggle the “Strict Search” button to the right and click the “Search” button to display the
results.
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2.6.5
Building a template
To add content to a template, drag the content from the search results panel and drop it onto
the Letter Template Builder panel. Repeat the process until all required content has been added
to the Letter Template Builder panel.

2.6.6
Confirming the selected content
The selected content can be previewed to confirm the text, variables and any conditional
fragments, by double clicking on the content name. This can be done both from the search
results panel and also from the Letter Template Builder panel.

This preview is displayed in the lower half of the Letter Template Builder panel, and can be
collapsed by clicking on the downward arrow in the upper left-hand corner of the preview pane.
2.6.7
Re-ordering content
The order of content within a template can be changed by dragging and dropping the title
upwards or downwards in the Letter Template Builder panel. The image below shows content
being repositioned. When dropped, the content will be positioned below the black line.
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2.7

Preview the assembly

Click on the Preview Assembly icon in order to confirm that the correct content has been
selected and that it is in the required order.

The Template Assembly preview pane is overlaid on the Letter Template Builder panel.

To exit this view, scroll to the bottom of the preview pane and click on the Exit Preview icon in
the bottom right-hand corner.
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2.8

Managing changes to letters in Letter Writer

2.8.1
Read Only content
By default, content may be changed in Letter Writer once the letter has been generated. If the
Read Only checkbox is ticked in the Letter Template Builder panel, users will not have access to
change the content in the Letter Writer module.
2.8.2
Approval trigger
Select the Approval Trigger checkbox to route any letter which has been modified in Letter
Writer to an approver. This setting overrides the routing configuration for the template, unless
it has been configured so that approval is always required.

Only once approved, can the letter can be printed or sent to an employee. The specifics of
where the letter is routed for approval are defined as part of the Aquiller Process Control option
in the SAP backend configuration.
2.9
Classifying a template
The Template Classification Hierarchy is a
customizable hierarchy of folders and
each top level folder can have up to 5
sub-folders.
Click on the Classify Letter tab to display
the Template Classification Hierarchy.
A template can be classified by simply
checking the relevant folder(s) in the
hierarchy and then saving the template
for later retrieval in the Letter Assembler
or Letter Writer modules.
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The Template Classification Hierarchy may be changed to meet new business needs, but this
configuration must be done in the SAP backend for Aquiller.

Helpful hints
Templates are always saved with the current Classification Hierarchy. If the Classification
Hierarchy is modified, the hierarchy shown in the template search will appear differently to that
saved with the template.
For consistency, templates can therefore be reclassified via the Reclassify Templates menu
option in the SAP backend. More detail of this process is covered in the Aquiller Configuration
Guide.
If no appropriate folder can be identified for a template during this reclassification process, the
status of the template will be set to draft. Any such template can be accessed via the search
panel by un-checking all folders in the classification and toggling the draft status to on.

2.10
Template configuration
Click on the Configuration tab to access the various configuration settings for the template.

These settings are organized into a number of categories, reflecting the nature of the
configuration:







Basic Configuration - Specify a Category, Stylesheet and Update Option
Routing Configuration - Specify approval settings
Email Configuration - Specify the Title, Body and Attachment content for the email
Printing Configuration - Select the Printer to be used
Advanced Configuration - Add a Template User-Exit and/or a Process Handler
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2.11
Basic configuration
Click on Basic Configuration button to access the Basic Configuration settings.

2.11.1

Maintaining the correspondence category

Templates must be assigned to a Correspondence Category. This is a custom categorization,
with the options maintained in the SAP backend. Authorisation profiles as assigned to
Correspondence Categories, as part of the overall security model. Templates are only displayed
in Letter Writer for users who are authorized to view the Correspondence Category assigned to
the template.
Categories may reflect any company authorization requirement. In the example below,
categories based on template confidentiality have been created.

Click on the Correspondence Category dropdown to display the available options and on a
category to select.
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2.11.2 Stylesheet type
The Stylesheet defines the page layout, logo’s, page header, footer and the margin settings. It is
merged with the template content when the letter is generated in the Letter Writer module.
Stylesheets are created using Adobe Livecycle Designer (ALD). See the Aquiller Installation
Guide section 6.8, Upload Master Stylesheet Template, for more detail on creating and
updating a new Stylesheet.
Below is an example of a stylesheet layout in ALD:

Click on the Stylesheet Type dropdown to list the available stylesheets, and then on the
required stylesheet to highlight and select.
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2.11.3 Update options
Click on the Update Options button to display the options for distributing letters created using
the selected template. One or more options may be selected using the toggles shown below,
which are green when active.

If Print or Email is selected, additional configuration is required. See sections 2.12 and 2.13 for
details of Error! Reference source not found. respectively.
The letter may also be saved as an attachment on the SAP Employee Record if the “Save to SAP
Master Record” toggle is active. In this case, it can be accessed via SAP transaction PA30, as
seen below:

2.12

Printing configuration

If Print has been selected as the Update Option, additional configuration is required to specify
the printer to which the correspondence should be sent.
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This configuration is maintained in the Print Configuration section of the Configuration panel.
Select either Use Central Printer or Use Default System Printer as required.
If Use Central Printer is selected, the Central Printers dropdown is activated. Click on the drop
down to select one of the available printers. If Use Default System Printer is selected, the
printer is defined by SAP.
In addition, an appropriate process handler must be selected in Advanced Configuration. See
section 2.15.2 for details.
2.13
Email configuration
Aquiller provides for the configuration of an Email
Title, Email Body and Attachment Name for each
letter template.
These are all created as content in the Content
Builder module and they can contain text and
dynamic variables in the same way any other
content block might.
To maintain this configuration, click on the
Configure button in the Email Configuration panel.
This will display a further configuration panel, to
select and preview the required content.
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The classification structure for content is displayed in the Choose Content section. Navigate to
the required folder and when the folder name is selected, the contents available within that
folder are listed in the Choose from- section. Content can then be added to the Email Title,
Email Body or Email Attachment Name by dragging and dropping into the relevant pane on the
right. The same content can be used in each area if required.

Once content has been added, summary details of the content are displayed, including the ID,
title and description. Two buttons are also displayed, one to view the content and another to
delete it. If delete is selected, the content will be removed from the email configuration only,
i.e. it is not deleted from the Content Builder module.
When the configuration is complete, click on the Save button to store the updates or on the
Cancel button to close the configuration screen without saving.
2.14
Routing configuration
The routing configuration determines whether any approval is required before the
correspondence is printed or emailed to an employee.
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2.14.1 Routing control
Define the required routing configuration in this section.

These options for Routing Control behave as described below:

 Approval Required - The letter always requires approval before it can be printed or
emailed. This is irrespective of whether the Approval Trigger flag has been set on any of
the content blocks that have been added to the template.
 No Approval Required - The letter does not need approval and can be sent directly to
employees, unless the Approval Trigger flag has been set on one or more of the
component content blocks and the user has modified one of those content blocks when
generating the letter.
 Approval Conditional - Approval is required if the Approval Trigger flag has been set on
one or more of the component content blocks and the user has modified one of those
content blocks when generating the letter. See section 2.8.2 for details of the Approval
Trigger settings.
In addition to this setting, the logic around how the approver is identified is configured in a
Process Handler. This is created in the SAP Backend and assigned to the template in the
Advanced Configuration section – see section 2.15.2 for details.
2.15

Advanced configuration

Assign a Template User Exit and a Process Handler in Advanced Configuration. Their role and
function are described in sections 2.15.1 and 2.15.2 respectively.
2.15.1 Template User Exit
A Template User Exit may be used to format dates, amounts and any other variables in the
template. There is no limit to the number of Template User Exits that can be created.
Configuring a Template User Exit is optional and each may be used for multiple templates.
To assign a Template User Exit to a template, click on the dropdown list available in Advanced
Configuration, and select the required entry.
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2.15.2 FLM process handler
The FLM Process Handler performs three functions in Aquiller:

 It sends the printed or emailed correspondence to the correct device
 It defines the location and saves a copy of the correspondence in PA30 or in a specific
network location
 It manages the routing or workflow of any correspondence that needs approval
To assign a Process Handler to a template, click on the dropdown list available in Advanced
Configuration, and select the required entry.

2.16
Saving a template
Templates can be saved in one or multiple folders, but they must be assigned to at least one
when being saved. Alternatively templates can be saved with a draft status. These templates
will not be displayed for selection in the Letter Writer module.
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Helpful hints
The same name can be used for a template saved in different folders. This can cause confusion
regarding the correct template for selection, so it can be useful to use a naming convention.
Perform a search before saving a template, to ensure that a template with the same name does
not already exist in any folder.
When copying a template to create a backup, rename the template to identify that it is a copy.
Save the backup as a draft template, so it cannot be selected in the Letter Writer module.

2.17
Copying and deleting templates
Templates can be copied or “cloned”. A copy may be required where a new similar template
must be created. A template may also be copied to create a “back-up” copy of a template. This
will ensure that if changes are made to a template, the original template can be recovered. Click
on the copy button to create a copy.

The copied template will not be renamed automatically to indicate it is a copy, but it will be
given a new Template ID.

Change the name and the description to ensure that the copy can easily be identified, as shown
in the example above.
When no longer required, templates can be deleted by clicking on the delete icon.
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3 Reference Documents

FLM Connect Aquiller Installation guide
Aquiller User Guide – Configuration
Aquiller User Guide – Getting Started
Aquiller User Guide – Content Builder
Aquiller User Guide – Letter Writer
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